Practice Does not Make Perfect
(When It Comes to Agile Journeys)
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The Logical Levels of Change
Behavioral skills expert Robert Dilts has identified the Logical Levels of Change, inspired by earlier work
on a natural hierarchy in the processes of learning, change, and
communication.
Each level determines the possibilities in the levels beneath it.
For instance, if you are a servant leader (role), you’re likely to
value others’ growth and believe in an open-door policy, and
not likely to believe in having the final say over suggested
process changes.
The logical levels are the backbone of personal and group
change.
•
•

•

It may be easy to effect a change at a given level if it is congruent with the higher levels.
If a change at a given level doesn’t agree with the levels above it, two scenarios are possible.
1. The higher levels might adjust to be congruent with the change, if it’s perceived as safe and
positive.
2. The higher levels might revert the change if it’s perceived as unsafe.
It’s generally slower and harder to effect change the higher its level.
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The Logical Levels: how people approach life
“I am Gil Broza”
“I help organizations increase their agility”
“I want organizations to be effective,
humane, and responsible”
“With supportive leadership, most co’s can change”
“I continue to learn how to talk so people listen”
“I coach, facilitate, teach, or consult as needed”
“I have an independent practice”
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Another example, this time from personal life
“I am Gil Broza”
“I am a parent”
“I want my kids to be lifelong learners”
“Integrated learning is vital for life. It also
encourages lifelong learning”
“I’ve studied various educational systems”
“I’ve put my kids in a Montessori school,
and later in an IB school”
“I choose to live near such schools”
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The Agile Values

Some of the Agile Beliefs

Frequent value delivery

We don’t (can’t, won’t) have all the
answers upfront

Adaptation

Being effective first and efficient second
is good for business

Customer collaboration

Collaboration & self-organization are best
for minimizing human risk

People > product > process

Emergence (evolution) is a better
response to complexity than planning
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The origin of practices

Putting people first
Adaptation
Frequent value delivery
Customer collaboration
Self-organizing team, collaboration,
transparency, safety, simplicity,
getting to “done”, time-boxing
Daily Standup: whole team, 15
min, every 24 hours, 3 questions
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Try this with your teams back at work

3. How do these principles,
implemented by the tactic,
achieve the Agile values?
2. When it achieves its purpose and
runs well, which 3-8 Agile principles
play out the most? use the handout
1. Pick a tactic (e.g., demo, PO, backlog,
co-location, refactoring, Scrum Master)
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Agile Principles:
How Practitioners Design Their Methods and Processes
Meta-Principles
Principle

Meaning

Feedback

Always seek and apply actionable feedback that might affect success

Learning

Continuously learn about matters that influence the team’s success

Improvement

Regularly improve process, teamwork, and product

Work-Related Principles
Aspect

Making the
work count

Delivering
value

Principle

Meaning

Purpose

Begin with the end in mind

Effectiveness

Focus first on doing the right thing, then on doing it efficiently

Deferring

Defer decisions until the last responsible moment

Simplicity

Maximize the amount of work not done while avoiding negative
consequences

Experimentation

Validate hypotheses with minimal investment

Cadence

Deliver value as frequently and regularly as it makes sense to do so

Reliability

Deliver value without compromising the future ability to do so

Cost of Change

Make high-likelihood future changes affordable

Deliverability

Bring work products to a deliverable/completed state with minimal
delay

(Getting to ‘done’)

Making
progress

Quality

Pay regular attention to the quality (both extrinsic and intrinsic) of
deliverables

Time-Boxing

Constrain work/activities to short time spans

Team Progress

Favour team results over keeping members fully loaded
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People-Related Principles
Aspect

Principle

Meaning

Respect
Transparency
Individuals

Interactions

Honor others’ whole humanity, accept their choices, and assume they
act in good faith
Provide easy access to the information that guides decisions and
actions

Trust

Assume others would act professionally and conscientiously

Psychological
Safety

Enable people to engage without fear of harm or retribution, and to do
their work without fear of failure

Focus

Give attention to one matter at a time

Sustainable Pace

Perform acceptably over time without sacrifice (of any kind)

Self-Organizing
Teams

Decide together how to accomplish objectives and who will do what
when

Consensus

Make decisions with everyone’s involvement and commitment to
follow-through

Collaboration

Produce results together with shared ownership in mind

Communication

Keep others informed about matters that might affect their success

Leadership

Create a trusting, supportive, humane environment in which the team
may thrive

To Learn More from Gil
 “Practical Agile Leadership”: Improve Agility, team health, and delivery with Gil’s best guidance
from 17 years of supporting thousands of leaders and practitioners in real-life conditions. This
course takes place online, twice a year. Check out the schedule at PracticalAgileLeadership.com.
 Gil’s three books, The Agile Mind-Set, The Human Side of Agile, and Agile for Non-Software Teams, are
available in print, digital, and audio formats.
 Many free resources, such as articles, posters, and checklists, are available at
3PVantage.com/free_resources.
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